The Technology Fellow Program at Temple
We Started in the Fall of 2013

• We selected 5 upper level undergraduate students to be a Technology Fellow, receiving a stipend.
• We selected 25 faculty members to receive a Technology Fellow.
• Each Fellow spends 10-15 hours per week: one hour with each of 5 faculty members, one hour in a meeting with the other Tech Fellows and their Faculty Mentor, and additional preparation time, e.g., researching ideas or writing up tutorials, or visiting classes.
Context and Support for Fellows

- The Tech Fellows and their faculty members can rely on help from the **Instructional Support Center**, for example learning special features of Blackboard, or WebEx (online group chatting), or Camtasia (recording lectures).

- The Tech Fellows and their faculty members can also utilize the services of the **Teaching and Learning Center**.

- Many of their problems or questions are resolved during the weekly meeting with their “fellow” Fellows (and Faculty Mentor).
The Tech Fellow Web Site

- Visit the Tech Fellows web site
  - http://sites.temple.edu/fellows
  - Student Role
  - Resources for Fellows
  - Application Forms
  - View a short Video at:
    http://sites.temple.edu/fellows/fall2013video/
Success Stories

• From a Technology Fellow

• For more information,
  – View the Faculty Application form at:

http://sites.temple.edu/fellows/faculty-application